
Creative Time Easter Holidays- Week 1           These ideas are just for fun if you want to send photos then we would love to see them 

Make an Easter Card for a Neighbour Cardboard tube rabbit Cooking 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What you need 
Cup cases  
button/ beads/ pompom (whatever you have for the 
centre 
Card folded in half 
 
1 Flatten out the cup case and cut slits towards the 
centre to make petals. 
2. Cut another cupcake case around the top to make it 
smaller than the first case.  
3. Stick your large cupcake case to the front of your 
card. Then stick the smaller cupcake case on top of the 
first one. 
4. Stick buttons/beads/pompoms in the centre. 

 

 
What you need: 
2 toilet roll or 1 kitchen roll cut in two halves 
paint 
Wiggle eyes if you have them or just two circles with 
dots on 
black pen 
 
1. Paint your tube  
2. From the second tube cut 2 strips, about a cm 

wide, across the width of the tube. This should 
give you two circles 

3. Flatten your two cut circles and put them in the 
top of your painted tube. 

4. Decorate your rabbit’s face any way you like! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learn how to boil an egg with an adult.  
Use eggs at room temperature 
1. Fill a small pan with cold water. 
Ask your adult to turn on the stove to boil the water. Stand well back.  
2. When the water is boiling. Ask the adult to lower the egg into boiling water. 
3. You now need to watch the clock for 10 minutes no longer! 
4. When 10 minutes is up, ask your adult to scoop the eggs out of the pan and put them in a 
bowl of cold water. This stops them cooking any more.  
5. When the egg is cool enough gently tap the shell and peel the shell in the cold water. 
6. Try to slice your egg to make a rabbit use raw carrot strips for the whiskers 

Lego Marble Run Outdoor Play/Crafts Outdoor Learning 

 
Can you build a lego marble run? 
Use a base board and then as many or as few bricks as 
you like! 
 

Follow this link to find out how to make a pressed 
petal picture frame: 
https://www.rhs.org.uk/education-learning/gardening-
children-schools/family-
activities/Activities/activities/make-a-pressed-flowers-
frame 

 
 

Go outside and look at different shadows.  
Use chalk to draw around your shadow. You could do this 
in the morning, lunchtime and evening in the same spot to 
see what happens during the day. 
You could turn your shadow into a piece of art by painting 
it. 
You could line up some of your toys and draw around their 
shadows. 
 
You could think about: 
What shape is the shadow? How are 
shadows made? What happens when I 
move? What happens when I jump? 
Do all objects make shadows? Is this 

because of the material they are made from? 
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